
Got multiple Max units? The Parata Pivot software platform is designed just for you. 
Pivot integrates individual Parata Max robots as one — to simplify your operation and 
boost your efficiency. 
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Parata Pivot™ Workflow Software for Max

Scale Seamlessly
Now you can scale your operation 
without adding complexity. Pivot  
creates a centralized command center 
to essentially unify multiple Maxes. 

Balance Your Workload
Pivot uses advanced analytics to 
recommend the optimal Max for each 
order. It considers all scripts in the 
queue and each unit's inventory.

Decrease Wait Times
Pharmacies using Pivot for Max have 
reported efficiency gains that result 
in benefits their customers notice and 
appreciate: shorter wait times. 

Centralize Your Data
Pivot centralizes inventory, settings, 
and reporting for all Max units, giving 
you better visibility and powerful  
insights across your entire operation. 

Prioritize Urgent Scripts
From Pivot's central Script Queue 
View, you can adjust priority for indi-
vidual scripts. Move urgent orders to 
the top, and they get filled first. 

Swap Cells Between Units
Pivot lets you share cells — and their 
data — across multiple units. Register a 
cell just once and move it between Max 
units for convenience or redundancy.
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Parata Pivot Server Specs   Dell Server, choice of tower or rack-mounted 

    –  RAID 5, H330/H730/H730P for SAS/SATA 

    –  Integrated RAID controller 

    –  Intel Xeon E3-1220 v5 3.0GHz, 8M cache, 4C/4T, turbo (80W) (338-BIJF) 

    –  16GB UDIMM 2133MT/s 

    –  2TB mirrored Hard Drives 

    –  Dual, Hot Plug, redundant Power Supply 

    –  NEMA 5/15P to C13 Wall Plug, 125 Volt, 15 AMP, 10 Feet Power Cord

Operating System  Windows Server 2012 R2, 64-bit

Database   Microsoft SQL Server Standard Edition 2014                                         
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When an order is ready to be filled, send 
it from your pharmacy management 
system for dispensing as usual.

Pivot intercepts the order and adds it to 
the queue of scripts that will be filled by 
your Parata automation.

Need a certain script sooner than the 
ones above it? Change the priority of that 
script to move it to the top of the queue.

From Pivot’s Script Queue View you can 
see all orders, how they're routed, and 
their status — across all Max units.

To monitor your entire operation, access 
global reports through the Pivot application.

When a script reaches the top of the 
queue, Pivot sends it to the Max unit 
that can fill it most efficiently.

Once a script is complete, it will appear 
in the Completed tab of Pivot's Script 
Queue View.
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